
Weight Loss Mindset  /  BUFFERING  
 

 
 

How do you numb (buffer) your emotions? 
 
1) What do you FEEL; what is the feeling you run away from?  
 
2) What do you DO (and not do) when you feel it?  
 
 
 
3) What do you buffer with? 
___Eat      ___Drink alcohol       ___Shop      ___ Use social media      ___Use drugs   ____? 
 
What negative consequences does buffering create in your body and life?  
 
 

 
 
What is the trigger? 
 
Why did you feel the feeling?  
 
 
What did you think about just before feeling it?  
 
 
Why did you choose to think this?  
(what happened and what did you make it mean) 
 
 
Is it possible you have a choice how you react to (or think about) this situation?  
 
 
 
 



The solution 
 
At the basis of the solution is Awareness and Presence. When you are aware you feel 
something negative and you are about to buffer, stay present and choose to do something 
different. For example:  
 

1. Natural vs unnatural pleasure. False pleasure vs wellbeing pleasure.  
Learn to tell them apart.  
Recognize when you tend to reach for an unnatural pleasure: 
Food (especially food that contains flour, sugar, unhealthy, addictive fats: PUFA’s, 
hydrogenated fats, trans fats)  social media, alcohol, shopping,  
 
You want it now, instant gratification… 
The false pleasures create negative consequences. Not solutions.  
 
Once you identify what you do, start choosing the wellbeing pleasures.  
They create positive consequences.  
 
Examples of wellbeing pleasures are:  
Walk, Yoga, Bath, Candles, Music, Slowing down, Walks in Nature, Time spent with 
animals, Soft clothing,  Sunshine  

 
 
2. Ask yourself. Next time the negative feeling shows up, instead of buffering... 
Imagine the food is not there, and ask yourself these questions: 

● What do you have to look at? 
● What is the true solution? 
● What is the negative feeling trying to tell you? 

 
 
3. Feel the feeling 
What’s so bad about feeling it?  
Feel it, knowing it’s only a vibration in the body.  
Don’t numb it. That’s it.  
How do you feel now, that you walked straight through it?  
 
 


